
RiskWatch’s flagship product SecureWatch will allow the Department of Veterans Affairs 
(VA) and Administrators to conduct independent assessments across all VA medical facilities 
regarding the appointment scheduling process, staffing level and productivity level of each 
facility. It has an assessment engine which is designed to conduct assessments across multiple 
facilities simultaneously. 

SecureWatch assists organizations in developing a roadmap of potential compliance and risk problems 
while helping them to make informed decisions on reducing and remediating any identified problems.

SecureWatch allows its users to send and receive online surveys to facilities with just one click. A dedicat-
ed iPad app enables users to review data regardless of internet access. Additionally, as an online tool, the 
site can be accessed via any internet-ready device. 

Once the assessments are distributed to the medical facilities, Administrators may login to SecureWatch 
and complete the assessment. The automation capabilities built into the tool reminds the facilities of an 
assessment to be completed and, if required, escalates the list of medical facilities which failed to 
complete the assessment to the Administrator.

Dynamic dashboards allow the Administrator the ability to examine different criteria including the assess-
ment status, pending actions, and specific data points.
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• Many federal agencies have used RiskWatch’s products in the past including Department of the 
Army, Census Bureau, Department of the Air Force, National Institute of Standards and Technolo-
gy, Internal Revenue Service, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Department of Navy, 
Federal Acquisition Service and  Department of Labor

• Streamlines the process of collecting information and producing quantifiable reports 
• Saves considerable amount of time by automating the process utilizing the assessment engine 
• Track and report on specific requirements with the click of a button 
• Drill down into reports to identify specific sets of questions and how a number of facilities are per-

forming based on those requirements

Why SecureWatch?

How it works

SecureWatch helps Administrators to: 

• Assess VA medical facilities to determine the performance level in fully customizable areas of interest.
• Manage the entire assessment process and monitor assessment completion by all the medical facilities 

included in the assessment.
• Generate summaries and detailed reports for each medical facility as well as a summary report for the 

entire assessment
• View critical data points directly from the dashboard and drill down to see the details.
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SecureWatch is a highly secured service. The data between the user’s browser and our server is encrypt-
ed using AES 256bit encryption. All information contained in the database has AES-256 encryption and 
PBE with MD5 & Triple DES. This database is also backed up daily and sent to an offsite location where it 
is re-encrypted and stored for Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity.

Cloud Based Software 
SecureWatch is Software-as-a-Service enabling our 
customers to access it from anywhere in the world 
via any device with internet access with zero IT 
infrastructure investment. 

Mobile Friendly 
In addition to being accessible from any mobile 
device with internet access, SecureWatch offers a 
dedicated iPad app which allows the user to com-
plete on-site surveys without the need for a data 
connection.

Saves Time 
SecureWatch saves a lot of time by streamlining 
and simplifying the distribution and collection of 
risk and compliance assessments. Quickly identifies 
the riskiest sites and lets you create detailed 
assessments at identified sites.

Audit Ready Reporting 
The automated reports generated at the end of 
the assessment are audit-ready with a trail to the 
remediation actions.

Benefits of Using SecureWatch

• Out-of-the-box content – Use the complete standards addressing compliance in FEMA and NFPA, CT-
PAT, HAZMAT or create custom standards and define what they affect.

• Start from where you left – Use a previously conducted Assessment as a template to create a new 
• Assessment at the same location or a similar location.
• Advanced analytics to show non-compliance – Measure the standards you have chosen across mul-

tiple facilities while filtering information to determine compliance in key areas.
• Visual analytics – Our Gmap, Risk Profile and Heat Maps provide visual analytics on screen and have 

the ability to “drill down” and get a complete top-down or bottom-up view of risk.
• Remediation enables online collaboration – Remediation is seamless with SecureWatch enabling you 

to easily assign and track mitigation actions and reduce the identified risk.

Features  

Customized for VA
The assessment process was developed in conjunction with large medical facilities to include tools and 
features focused on compliance, risk and security. 
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